
 
 

Airport - Transfer 

From and to the airport for up to three adult guests including your luggage: 60,- EUR 

More than 3 guests require a second car. The transfer is a 3 hours drive across a 1700 meters 
high montain pass from Denpasar on the south-west coast to Singaraja and Ciliks Beach 
Garden on the north-east coast of Bali. 

We will be pleased to collect you from the airport. Please let us know the date, time and the 
airline company.  

If you prefer to travel on your own, take the well maintained north-south itinerary between 
Tabanan, Bedugul and Singaraja. From the airport to Ciliks Beach Garden you need - 
depending of traffic density - three to four hours. But remember that – fatigued after a long 
flight time - you will be exposed to a traffic situation, which is very different from the usual 
traffic style in middle Europe. 

 
Trips with our air-conditioned car 
 

Up to 200 km or 6 hours between breakfast and dinner for up to 4 guests                        70 EUR    

More than 200 km/6 hours (including early morning or late evening)                                 80 EUR     

Half day tour up to 4 hours                                                                                                           55 EUR    

Short trip up to 2 hours                                                                                                                 35 EUR     

 
These prices do not include entrance fees or donations for temples, museums,  
bath places etc. 
 

In Air Sanih we can organize a rental car for you either for the complete time of your stay or 
for several days. But we recommend to rely on our driver to chauffeur you for half- or full-
day tours across the island, which allows you to relax and enjoy untroubled nature and 
ambience of your trip. Please read our informations on the insurance conditions in 
Indonesia. 

 
Moped 
 
We can arrange a Moped for you; 150.000 Rp. per day (about 10 Euro). 
 
 

 

 



 
 

Rent of a Boat 

Accompanied boat tours with one of our traditional Bali Jukungs (outriggerboats) 
with motor – up to 3 guests,  up to 4 hours  

40 EUR 

… more than 4 hours  50 EUR 

Boat-Abo for more than 5 boat trips – per trip without time limit    30 EUR 

Rent of snorkel, mask, flippers   
If you stay longer than 10 nights free of charge  

10 EUR 

  

  

 


